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may show his artistry, and military historians and critics have
sometimes tended to lose sight of what should always be his
purpose and justification in contemplation and discussion of his
methods.
Generals who lose their battles and their wars, however artis-
tically and scientifically, are a luxury too expensive for any nation
to afford. Yet to be deficient in the highest qualities needed to make
a successful general in war is neither a crime nqr a disgrace;
generals, like other men, are largely as God has made them, and
though those who select and train them, those who employ them,
and even they themselves, have some share in fashioning the
finished product, genius, in matters military as in any other walk
of life, is at no man's command. The hazards peculiarly, though
not uniquely, tending to hamper the career of a British general
stand out from almost every page of our history; his political
masters have too often sent him off on vague missions, laid down for
him over-ambitious ends, and failed to give him the wherewithal
to achieve them, insufficiently appreciated his difficulties, and
visited on him the blame for the sad results of their own short-
comings. Moreover, only in the two recent world wars has he had
at his command anything like the wealth of national resources on
which his more fortunate allies and enemies have long been able to
count; not for him the virtually bottomless military purse of a
Napoleon, a Grant, or a Moltke. He has usually had at the back of
his mind the uneasy knowledge that his own little army, if once
wrecked, could not easily be repaired or replaced, and that to
venture his all for much less than a moral certainty of victory would
be an unjustifiable gamble. Such consciousness of the high cost of
failure is well designed to hamstring any but the stoutest of hearts,
and we cannot rightly appreciate Wellington or Wolseley, or fairly
judge Cumberland or Howe, unless we bear this handicap upon
them constantly in mind.
Many, indeed most, of our successful leaders have therefore
perforce had to learn to improvise, to " make do," to substitute,
and to eke out, and to cut their military coats by their cloth
rather than by the ideal but unachievable pattern laid down
by the theorists of war. Few of them, and fewer still of the
more successful among them, have been, or could have been,
lavish expenders of men and resources; no general can expend
what he has not got, no wise general will even expend all he has
got, since war, as Wolfe once observed, is in its nature hazardous
and an option of difficulties, and though something, as he said, may,
not everything should be left to chance and fortune. Yet Britain
has, more often perhaps than she has deserved, found the right
generals for the tasks of the moment, who have done what they
were given to do, though perhaps not always in the ideal or orthodox

